
 SPRING FESTIVAL UVAS 2024

Event Name: Blood Harmony Fest

Event Details

Game#1: Blood Bag Bowling 

Game#2: Hemoglobin Hunt 

Game#3: Blood Group Relay 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2024

Time: 11 AM to 1 PM

Venue: Admin Lawn

Game Details

Game#1: Blood bag bowling

Teams will play a bowling game using "blood bags" (inflated red balloons) as pins and a "blood bag" (a 
larger red balloon filled with water or sand) as the bowling ball. Team has to roll the "larger blood bag" 
to knock down the "blood bags" set up like bowling pins. The team with the highest score wins.

Game#2: Hemoglobin Hunt

Teams will be blindfolded and they have to pick the hemoglobin molecules placed on the hurdles. If 
anyone touches hurdle due to which the molecule falls down, there will be negative marking.

Game#3: Blood Group Relay

Each team of 2 participants will have to transport 4 blood bags of all groups (A, B, AB, O) from starting 
point to ending point in relay race scenario. 1st bag will be given to one of the team member to start 
the race. There will be 3 points in their track where other 3 blood bags will be placed. At the 2nd point, 
other team member will be standing holding a blood bag. The team member starting the race must 
hand over the 2 blood bags (the one he/she was provided at starting of race and blood bag picked from 
the 1st point) to the other team member. From this point, the other team member will rush to 3rd point 



and ending point. The first team to successful transport all the bags safely win.

Participant Details

 9 teams from 9 departments mentioned below will participate in the Game#1 and 5 teams will 
qualify for Game#2.
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 5 teams will participate in Game#2 and 3 teams will qualify for final round (Game#3).
 In final round, 3 teams will participate and positions will be announced according to their points.



Organizing team

President Abdul Mannan Jillani

Vice President Hamid Bashir & Hamda Qureshi

General Secretary Iqra Fatima Zafar

Joint Secretary Muhammad Arif

Event Management Head Maryam Javaid

Media Head Meerub

Cabinet Members All


